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Combining a special fabric with simple blocks yields a captivating quilt.

About the AuthorJudy Sisneros, known for her innovative landscape quilts, has been teaching
quilting for more than a decade. She lives in Rocklin, California.
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          Pages 10 - 51 are not included in this sample.
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Ebook Library Reader, “Inspiring. I like this book mainly for the inspiring photos of completed
projects. It would be impossible for anyone to exactly duplicate anything in this book but that is
not the point. Start with a large print and, starting with her suggested templates and contrasting
or coordinating prints, use your design wall and PLAY! Looked at this with KU access. Will
probably purchase the e-book.”

Gloriap, “9 patch Pizazz. I had been looking for a different title on quilting, and Amazon
suggested me to take a look at this one.I decided to purchase them both, one was new, and one
used and received both in excellent condition. This title happened to be the used copy. I have
purchased used from amazon in the past so I was not leery of saving a few extra dollars to do
so.Do not be afraid of purchasing used from Amazon, they advertise the condition of the used
books, and never received a ratty copy.the only difference is you will pay a little for the shipping
cost on used books.After reviewing both titles, this book had exactly what I was looking for in
quilting, which was cascading flowers, and making a quilting that actually had the essence of
looking like a painting.Love this book.Kudo's to Amazon for knowing what I was looking for and
suggesting this book.Gloria”

Ebook Library Reader, “Great book for the quilters library.. For fast, easy quilts this is a good
pattern book. It uses large scale prints or even panels with 9 patches to make some very nice
quilts. I have used it several times and I am glad I have it close at hand. I typically make
complicated quilts for myself and quilts like this for others. The quilts look complicated but they
are not.  Great book for the quilters library.”

SewShelly, “The Answer For All Those Novelty Fabrics!. I love all those fun fabrics. Never buying
the entire collection, only the the special ones I can't restist, then what? A stash full of fabrics
that are destined to be border fabrics, snowballs, or setting blocks, how boring! I've made two
quilts using this book with stunning results. One was a charity quilt with rave reviews! Following
Judy's suggestions is a breeze. She makes recommendations on coordinating fabrics and even
provides you with the do's and don'ts examples. You make the choice.With over 35 years
sewing experience, 15 years as a quilter, I didn't think I would gain much from this book. Was I
wrong! This is a "sleeper", the kind of book you look at, then go back to and continue to learn
something each time.  Well worth investing in for your personal library.”

Linda J, “Fast, FUN & finished in a day - just like title says!!!. I purchased this book thinking it
would give me ideas for a gazillion 9 patches I acquired during recent yr long exchange. It didn't
work for that but opened up a whole new avenue for using some BIG PRINT fabrics I had NO
IDEA what to do with. My only suggestion is to carefully watch directional pieces & remember
where they go. Silly me, counted needing 6 rectangles so that's what I fussy cut not paying



attention to fact that SOME of them were vertical & some horizontal. Lots of fabric so no worry.
Really fun, whimsical cow/farmyard quilt when finished. I can't wait to make more! I truly enjoyed
the book & look forward to getting her Rectangle Pizzazz very soon. Just a note....I'm a new
quilter & found the book VERY EASY to follow.  Hope this is helpful...happy quilting!”

Stephanie Bullock, “9-Patch Pizzazz. The subtitle of this quilt design pattern book says it all -
"Fast, fun and finished in a day." Well, I'm not sure about that last, but the designs are really fast
and fun - and the finished quilt can be very interesting depending on the fabrics you use and
how you use them - the book gives great suggestions in that regard. Also, the instructions are
clear and easy to follow.This is a good book for beginning quilters who have some knowledge of
quilt-making basics because of the clear and easy instructions and because they can come up
with an interesting and unique quilt. But, because of the latter, it's also fun for experienced
quilters.  Plenty of suggestions for them to go off "on their own" for a more challenging project.”

Gail, “9-Patch Pizzazz. This book offers a "formula" for creating interesting looking quilts that
make use of your fabric stash, especially those fabrics that you are reluctant to cut. You can use
larger pattterned fabrics as focal pieces and add coordinating fabrics in the 9-patch blocks for
additional visual interest without detracting from the focal fabric. "Oriental Flight" pictured on the
cover, gives the look of a watercolor-style quilt without having to cut so many tiny pieces. After
viewing quilts made by students in a 9-Patch Pizzazz class at a quilt shop in Austin, TX, I am
glad that I purchased this book. Clear directions and many close-up color photos.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Great Quilt Pattern Book. So far I have made one of the quilts in this
book. I am now reading to see which one will be next. Very good instructions and easy to follow
diagrams etc.”

M J Hall, “Patchwork. Another excellent book from a talented and innovative patch worker.
Brilliantly presented and a must for keen patch work sewers.”

Sylvia Grayson, “Pizzazz Creations. Excellent book. Great ideas for designing quilts using large
print fabrics accompanied by 9 patch and rail fence.”

Isabel, “Four Stars. Good thank you”

Sheena maddock, “Five Stars. Great book thanks”

The book by Judy Sisneros has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 155 people have provided feedback.
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